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What is the People at the Centre Programme?

The People at the Centre Programme
looked at the health and wellbeing of
Scottish people during the coronavirus
pandemic.
Wellbeing means feeling comfortable,
healthy and happy.

The People at the Centre programme
was led by the Health and Social Care
Alliance Scotland (the ALLIANCE).
It will give information to the group
deciding how health and social care
support should change.

What did the People at the Centre Programme
do?
It found out what health and care
support services people need and want
in the future.
It gave information to help plan
Scotland’s health services.
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It got information on what has
happened to people and voluntary
organisations.

It found out which people and
communities have had their lives
changed the most by coronavirus.

How did we do this?
We asked people from different
communities and backgrounds who all
had different ideas.
We asked them using:
• email and the internet
• phone calls
• letters
• meetings where we were not sitting
close together.
1000 people in Scotland gave us their
ideas.
The ALLIANCE want to thank everyone
who took part.
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What did people tell us?
It was harder for people to get healthcare
services.
• some health clinics stopped
• appointments were cancelled
• people had to wait longer for an
appointment
• making an appointment got
harder.

Some people’s physical and mental
health got worse.

Digital services – using mobile phones, computers
and iPads.
Digital services made it easier for many
people to get health services at this
time.
Many people wanted to see a health
professional face to face, particularly
people with mental health issues.
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People were worried that digital
services would not give the same care
and support.
Meeting someone face to face should
be available.

Differences getting healthcare services.
People had different experiences
getting healthcare services because of
where they live and what service they
needed.
Some people had very good
experiences seeing health staff like
their doctor.
More people had problems getting
support from their doctor.

People’s physical health got worse.

Many people found it hard to get
services to check their health and keep
giving support.
This was hard for people with long term
health conditions.
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People could not get some services
they use a lot that keep them well.
This was things like community support
groups, respite care and groups to get
them back to good health after they
were ill.

People feel annoyed and left out.

Many people felt frightened and
worried when their appointments were
cancelled or their treatment stopped for
a while.

It was not clear what urgent care
support meant and what non essential
care support meant.

Mental health services.
Some people had a bad experience
with mental health services.
More people needed mental health
support when there were less services
available.
People were in a crisis.
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Most people did not like using digital
mental health services.

Poor communication made it harder to get
healthcare.
Understanding health information.
Information about health services was
difficult to find and difficult to
understand.

Information from the Scottish
Government and health services did not
match up with local information.

There has not been good
communication between people and
health service organisations.
People could not make appointments.
People have been confused.
They have not known what is
happening with their care and when
they will start treatment again.
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Communicating in ways people understand.
Sometimes there has not been good
communication with:
• disabled people
• people with sensory impairments
• or people whose first language is not
English.
This did not work well before
coronavirus.
People should have a choice over what
is the best way to communicate with
them.

Some groups of people faced more problems
than others.
People with long term conditions got
less support.
This made their health and wellbeing
worse.

Unpaid carers have had to give more
care for loved ones with less support
and respite.
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People have been worried and felt
alone when they are pregnant.
There are less services after someone
has had a baby.
People have not been able to have as
many visitors.
Some people whose first language is
not English did not get good care and
support.
It has been hard to get virtual health
appointments with a translator.
Some healthcare information and
systems were only available in English.

Some people who live in care homes
felt they had no power.
They are angry at the way rules and
restrictions were put in place.

Their health and wellbeing is worse
because they cannot:
• have visits with family and friends
• get outside
• do things in their communities.
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Many carers and staff have been
thanked for their kindness and doing
their jobs well.

There are new difficulties for people
with sensory impairments including:
• Not being able to lipread because of
face masks
• Not being able to have a support
worker at appointments
• It was harder to move around public
spaces because of social distancing.

Some people shielding did not have
enough support.
People were confused about who
should be shielding and how to shield
in the right way.

Not everyone can look for health
information online or get private
healthcare.
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For some people, person centred care has got
worse.
Health staff and services should think
about the whole person and their life,
not just their condition.

People want to be listened to and
treated with respect.

People do not have enough power.
People did not have enough choice
when their care stopped.
People have not been able to make
choices about their care.

People had a good experience of some
healthcare services.
People have had very good
experiences of emergency services.
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Most people said it was easy and quick
to get pharmacy services.
Many people found it easy to get repeat
prescriptions and to get them delivered
to their house.

Many people said Community Link
Practitioners were very important and
they could not do without them.

Stopping things from getting worse.

People said support from voluntary
organisations and local communities
helped.

People have supported their own health
and wellbeing.
People have supported each other.

Services run by voluntary organisations
found new ways to give people good
support when health services stopped.
This worked well for people who had
mental health needs.
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Services run by voluntary organisations
were good at giving people advice and
information about support services.
People, organisations and communities
have worked well together.

People have been a valuable part of their
communities.
People have found new ways to keep
themselves well.
People have used friendships,
neighbours and networks for support in
new and different ways.

People and communities have found
ways to help people follow the
guidance and keep themselves safe.

How has it made a difference to people’s lives?
Coronavirus had made a big difference
to people’s lives.
It has changed health services.
It has made people’s mental health
worse.
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Many people are stressed, frightened
and worried.
There are less mental health services
to support people.

People have not been able to see
friends, family and take part in ways to
stay well.
This has made life harder.

It has been more difficult for people
who have had someone die, or for
people who have relatives in care
homes.

Health and social care staff and other
frontline workers have been very
stressed.

Many people were worried and sad
about losing their job and having less
money.
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The way people work has changed a
lot.
This has made a difference to people’s
wellbeing.

Some people had no social support
because of lockdown.
Some people could not do things that
kept them well.

What is most important to people for the
future?
People said the most important things
were:
• being able to get services
• having face to face services – where
they can meet a staff member
• being able to choose the services
they want and need.
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Because of what people said, the
ALLIANCE thinks:
1. Health services should think about
the whole person and listen to them.

2. People should be included in
making decisions about their care.

3. Communities should be given money
and materials so they can keep
supporting their own health and
wellbeing.

4. Everyone should be able to get the
same care

5. There need to be clear ways of
communicating that work for
everyone.

6. Digital ways of working are good but
should not be the only way.
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7. Mental health is one of the most
important things.

8. The National Health Service should
have enough money, staff and
materials to work well.
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